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A I R  B L ' B B L E

SYIiOPSIS

This paper describes an analysis and experj,ment direeted at deter-

nining the laws governing the rate of soluti-on of a gas bubble in turbulent
liquid. The object of the research lras to deternine nethods for resorbing
air bubbles which have been freed frorn the water in a water tunnel, A basic

equation gorrerning the resorption process which has been developed. and par-

tially verifled in the l'rork is presented as Eq. (I3) in the text, Useful

apcroxinate forros of this equation are given as Eqs. (11+b) and (Il+d) in the

text.

The basic equation has led to scveral suggeste,l methods for aceom-
plishing.; resorption in a water tunnel. These include: (f) a resorber nethod

already developed at the Californ:-a Institute of TechnologVlil*; {Z) a method-

in whj-ch air in solution in v;ater vnould be cor4pletely replaced in the closed

water tunnerl circuit by another gas such as carbon dioxide; and (l) a method

in which a lengthened return circuit would he combined with a fine-scale tur-

bulence, irrtroduced in thc return clrcuit to hasten air bubble resorption

v*tile keeping the bubbles from rising. The time required for resorption by

any of these metliods may be estj.naied frora the basic e"iuation.

II.[TRODI.JCTION

l$hen a closed or open jet water tunnel is used to study cavitation
on a body, dissolved alr j-s freed in the cavitation bubbles and continues to

recirculate as sraal] bubbles unti"l the test section nay be so cloudecl as to
preclude further observation. In a free jet water tunnel, air or gas nray be

entrained at the free surfaee and recirculated as small bubbles through the
test sccfion v,rithout eavitation. furtherno::eo in cavitation tests of propel*

lers and othcr airfoi l  shapes, the dissolved air content of the water is im*
portant in tirat it deternines the pressur€ or speed at whiih cavitation will
beg1n. If the dissolved air content changes during tests, results wi[ not bc

consistent. ?hese difficulties pose the problem of finding a method to free

*ltlunbers in brackets refer to the bibliography on page 10.
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A I R BUB B L ERE S 0 R P T ION 

SYNOPSIS 

This paper describes an analysis and experiment directed at deter

mining the laws governing the rate of solution of a gas bubble in turbulent 

liquid. The object of the research was to determine methods for resorbing 

air bubbles which have been freed from the water in a water tunnel. A basic 

equa tion governing the resorpt;ion process which has been developed and par

tial l y verified in the vvork is presented as Eq. (13) in the text. Useful 

ap;:lroximate forms of this equation are given as Eqs. (14b) and (14d) in the 

text. 

The basic equatiun has l ed to s everal suggested methods for accom

plishing resorpti on in a water tunnel. These include: (1) a resorber method 

already developed at the California Insti tute of Technology [JJ*; (2) a method -. 

in which air in solution in water would be completely replaced in the closed 

wa ter tunnel cireui t by another gas such as carbon dioxide; and (J) a method 

in vrhich a l engthened return circuit would be combined with a fine-scale tur

bulence, introduced in the r eturn circuit to hasten air bubble resorption 

while keeping the bubbles from rising. The time required for r esorption by 

any of these methods may be e stimated from the basic equation. 

I NTRODUCTION 

When a closed or open j et water tunnel is used to study cavitation 

on a body, dissolved air is fre ed in the cavitation bubbles and continues to 

recirculato as small bubbles until the test section may be so clouded as to 

preclude further observation. In a free jet water tunnel, air or gas may be 

entrained at the free surface and r ecirculated as small bubbles through the 

test section without cavitation. Furthermore , in cavitation tests of propel

lers and other airfoil shapes, the dissolved air content of the water is im

portant in that it determines the pressure or speed at which cavitation will 

b6gin. If the dissolved air content changes during tests, results will not bo 

consistent . These difficulties pOS E; the problem of finding a method to free 

* Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography on page 30. 
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the nater tunnel test section of stnal.l bubbi-es being recirculated and at the

sane tine to roaintain a constant dissolved gas content.

The problen for a closed jet water tunnel has been soJved at the

California Institute of Technology by the design of a resorber for putting air

bubbles back into solution If] . This resorber j.s not adequate f0r-a free jet

tunnel, of course, sj-nce the water will approaeh satu:'ation rapidly. It is

such a large structure that even for a closed or open Jet structure it was

thought that some simpLer method might be devlsed if a more thorough study of

the natter were made. The researeh described in this paper is directed at

such a study.

Not until the present researeh was finished, was it known that the

California Institute of Teehnology had nade a much more complete investigation

of the resorption problen thar: waS in&icated i-ri-reference f. the present

paper, thereforep cov€xs rnuch of the saroe ground as a second California fnsti-

tute of Technology paper, rrAir Resorption j.n $iater Tunnelsrr I Z ] . The present

research gives a somewhat different vievrpoint from the analysis in reference

?, aclds confirming exper-irnental data, and dlscusses other factors in resorp-

tion besides those.mcntioned in reference 2. It is interesting to note that

on the basis of the present researeh alone, it was concluded that the existing

California Institute of Technology resorber was of adequate design.

tho basie method.s of solving the problan posed in the first para-

graph have been consideredl

(1) A urethod in rrctlich aLr bubbles would be physically reraoved

from the waterr In one particularnreihod that was investigated ex-

perimentally, bubbles would be bled off by external suction applied

at sl.ots on the convex surfaces of the turning yanes downstream

fron the dlffuser. For a cLosed or open jet tunnel, the water draun

off wouJ.d be replaced by water previously saturatedvrith air at high

pressurer to maintain uniform air content in the test section. Be-

placementwould be nade through slots on the concave surfaces of the

turning vanes at the bottom of the tunnel where the pressure is highr

For a f ree Jet tunnel, replacernent would be made in a si-nil-ar manner

except that the air content of the new water night be sllghtly less

than that in ihe test,sectton. ?reUoinary tests. indicated that

about 5 per cent of the flow wouLd have to be sucked off to w'ithdraw
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the water tunnel test section of small bubbles being recirculated and at the 

same time to maintain a constcmt dissolved g§tS content. 

The problem for a closed jet water tunnel has been solved at the 

California Institute of Technology by the design of a resorber for putting air 

bubbles back into solution:C 1]. This resorber is not adequate fDr a free jet 

tunnel, of course, since the water will approach saturation rapidly. It is 

such a large structure that even for a closed or open jet structure it was 

thought that some simpler method might be devised if a more thorough study of 

t.he matter were made. The research described in this paper is directed at 

such a study. 

Not until the present research was finished, was it known that the 

California Institute of Technology had made a much more complete investigation 

of the resorption problem than was indicated in - reference 1. ·1he present 

paper, therefore, covers much of the same ground as a second California Insti

tute of Technology paper, !lAir Resorption in Water Tunnels ll ( 2]. The present 

research gives a somevmnt different viewpoint from the analysis in reference 

2, adds confirming experimental data, and discusses other factors in resorp

tion besides those mentioned in reference 2. It is interesting to note that 

on the basis of the present research alone, it was concluded that the existing 

California Institute of Technology resorber was of adequate deSign. 

Two basic methods of solving the problem posed in the first para

graph have been considered: 

(1) A method in which air bubbles would be physically removed 

from the water. In one particular method that was investigated ex

perimentally, bubbles would be bled off by external suction applied 

at slots on the convex surfaces of the turning vanes downstream 

from the diffuser~ For a closed or open jet tunnel, the wa tel' drawn 

off would be replaced by water previously saturated with air at high 

pressure, to maintain uniform air content in the test section. Re

placement would be made through slots on the concave surfaces of the 

turning vanes at the bottom of the tunnel where the pressure is high. 

For a free jet tunnel, replacement would be made in a similar manner 
/ 

except that the air content of the new water might be slightly less 

than that in the test , sectiotl. Preliminary tests. indica ted that 

about 5 per cent of the flow would have to be sucked off to withdraw 
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a very large part (but not aIL) of the bubbles. Details of this

method have not been worked out, and the idea was dormand pending

the cornpletion of the present studies.

(2) A resorption method in rvhich gas bubbles would be dis-

solved in the tunnel fluid before appeari-ng at the test section.

This method cannot be applied very well to a free jet tunnelr Ttre

California fnstitute of Technology resorber j-s one adaptation of

this method. Another possible adaptation, mentioned Later in this

paperr is the substitution for air of another gas whose bubbles will

dissolve nore rapidly than air. A prelirninary test in a nodel water

tunnel using carbon dioxide failed, however, because of the di-ffi-

eulty of reraoving enough of the air fron the water.

The present paper presents an analysis of the resorption problem in

turbulent fluid and some experimental results obtained for air bubbles in a

special apparatus designed for the purpose. The results are put in a form

useful for tunnel design, The experjrnental studies w€ye considered necessary

since the-available literature [3r h, 5] *ia noi give infor:nation on the rate

of solution of gas bubbles in fluid as turbulent as that in a normal water

tunneL clrcuit.

A -

a -

c -
c -v n

L'

a"L

C^-
Y

D -

Kr'%rK3rK1-
f,"L

t -
n -

T]LBIE OF SU{BOI,S

Surface area of gas-liquid interfa"" 1ft21

Characteristic Ij-near djmension of water tunnel or other appara-
tus used ln for:ning Reynolds nunber (ft)

Concentration of gas dissolved in liquld (fUs/ftJ;

Value of C 1f the.li4uid were saturated at the pressure p and
temperatur? g (Ibs /ttt)
Actual value of C in the lnterior of a liquld at the pressure p
and tenperature C (fuo/rt3;

Difference between the ,1alue of C at the edge of the molecular
sublayer and C, (fus/rt:) 

^
Diffusivity or specific coefficient of diffusion (tf'/sec)

Coeff icients

Liquid film eoefficient (ft/sec)

lincar dimension representing scale of turbulence (ft)

Dimensionless e 4r onent

Absolute pressure at whj.eh resorption is taking place 1ft"7ft2;p -

a very large part (but no t all) of the bubbles. Details of this 

method have not been worked out, and the idea was dorman~ pending 

the completion of the present studies. 

(2) A resorption method in which gas bubbles would be dis

solved in the tunnel fluid before appearing at the test section. 

This method cannot be applied very well to a free jet tunnel. The 

California Institute of Technology resorber is one adaptation of 

this method. Another possible adaptation, mentioned later in this 

paper, is the substitution for air of another gas whose bubbles will 

dissolve more rapidly than air. A preliminary test in a model water 

tunnel using carbon dioxide failed, however, because of the diffi

cul ty of removing enough of the air from the 1'ro.ter. 
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The present paper presents an analysis of the resorption problem in 

turbulent fluid and some experimental results obtained for air bubbles in a 

special apparatus designed for the purpose. The results are put in a form 

useful for tunnel design. The experimental studies were considered necessary 

since the"'available literature [3, 4, 5] did not give information on the rate 

of solution of gas bubbles in fluid as turbulent as that in a normal water 

tunnel circuit. 

TABLE OF SYMBOLS 

A - Surface area of gas-liquid interface (ft2) 

a - Characteristic linea r dimension of water tunnel or other appara
tus used in forming Reynolds number (ft) 

C - Concentration of gas dissolved in liquid (lbs/ft3) 

CG- Value of C if the l~uid were saturated at the pressure p and 
temperature ~ (lbs/ft ) -

CL- Actual value of C in the interior of a liquid at the pressure p 
and temperature [ (lbs/ft3) -

C - Difference between the value of C at the edge of the molecular 
q sublayer and C

L 
(lbs/ft3) -

D - Diffusivity or specific coefficient of diffusion (ft
2
/sec) 

Kl ,K2,K3,K4- Coefficients 

K
L

- Liquid film coefficient (ft/sec) 

L - Linear dimension representing scale of turbulence (ft) 

n - Dimensionless eJp anent 

p - Absolute pressure at which resorption is taking place (lbs/ft
2

) 
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C1 would saturatc thepo - Absolute pressure at which the concentration
l iquid at the tonperature g (f*/f t2;

Radius of gas bubble at any timc (ft)

Init,ial radius of gas bubble at beginning

Radia} distance fron oritTin of coordinates

D

R r

r

t*
fTl

of resorption (ft)

( f  t )
R e = Reynolds number

T L i  n c  r c n r r i  r r A  f  n r  a ^ * ^ ' l  " . * ^rr, lrv ,v.tqrrvu ror cornp}ete resorption of a gas bubble of init iat
rad ius Rt  (sec)

Tine (sec)

Relative velocity of liquid anC fixed bounda,ry (ft/sec)

lveight of gas in a bubble (Lbs)

Rclative satwation of the liquid

solubil"ity in gas volu'nes per unit volume of liquid at the pressure
g and the temperature er

unit vrreight of gas at the pressure g and the temperature 0 (rns/rt3;

Thickness of dif.fusing boundary layer (ft)

Thickness of molecu.lar diffusing sublayer (tt)

Absolute tenpcraiwe at which resorption takes place (units are not
specif ied sincr: 9 is taken as constant in this paper)

Therrnonetric conduciivity (ft?/see) 
.

Angular vcloclty of rotat,ing disk (*)

l( inenatic viscosity (ft2/scc)

Cl, :'

p =

+

U

W
cL
?rF 

-
\4J

v'.J

1 Y -

Y -

6 -

6 t _

B -

r _

t ! _

#

ANATYSIS

In order to make the analysis rigorous and to be ablc to rernovc the
proposcd expcriments from thc: vrater trrnnel and place them in an apparatus rvhere
conditions can be rnorc carefulLy controlied and observed, it is neccssary to
place certain condit ions on the work. The f irst of these is that the relative
saturation of the liquid with gas is unaffectcd by the fornaafion and r€sorp-
tion of bubbles, even for heavy cavitation, a.s long as resorption is completed.
in one tunnel cyc1e, This apperars to describe the actual eonditions in a
water tunnel sincc only a very srnall fraction of the total rnrater volqrne enters
a cavitating region in one eycle. (The same conclusion was reached in refer-
encc 2 following some prclirdnary equations.) The second condition is that
resorption krke place in a constant prcssure--constant tenperature region.
This rcquir,-rnent is also satisfied. in a water tu:rne1 circuit if thc circuit
is dj.vided into reachcs of approximately consta.nt average prtssure. 0n this

Re '" 

ex, = 

f3 = 

4 

Po - Absolute pressure at which thE: concentration CL would saturate the 
liquid at the temperature ~ (lbs/ft2 ) 

R - Radius of gas bubble at any time (ft) 

Rl - Initial radius of gas bubble at beginning of r€sorption (ft) 

r - Radial distance from origin of coordinates (ft) 
Ua 
v 

- Reynolds number 

T - Time required for co:nplete resorption of a gas bubble of initial 
radius Rl (sec) 

t - Time (sec) 

U - Relative velocity of liquid and fixed boundary (ft/sec) 

W - vveight of gas in a bubble (lbs) 
CL 
"CO - Relative saturation of the liquid 

Cn 
y - Solubility in gas volQ~es per unit volume of liquid at the pressure 

E. and the t emperature O. 

Y - Unit weight of gas at the pressure E. and the temperature 2. (lbs/ft) 

8 Thickness of dif,fusing boundary layer (it) 

8'- Thickness of molecular diffusing sublayer (ft) 

e - Absolute tempe rature at which resorption takes place (units are not 
specified sinC E; ~ is taken as constant in this paper) 

I( - Thermometric conductivity (ft2/se c) 
1 w - Angular ve:loci ty of rotating disk (S"OC) 

j - l\inematic viscosity (ft2/scc) 

ANALYSIS 

In order to make the analysis rigorous and to be able to remove the 

proposed experiments from the water tunncl and place them in an apparatus where 

conditions can be more carefully controlled and obs erved, it is necessary to 

place certain conditions on the work . The f:i.rst of these is that the relative 

saturation of the liquid with gas is unaffected by the formation and r esorp

tion of bubbles, even for heavy cavitation, as long as resorption is completed 

in one tunnel cycle. This appears to describe the actual conditions in a 

water tunnel since only a very small fraction of th E.: total water volume enters 

a cavitating r egion in one cycle. (The same conclusion was reached in r efer

ence 2 folloviing some preliminary equa Hons.) The second condition is that 

re sorpti on take place in a cOhstant pressure--constant temperature region. 

This requirement is also satisfied in a water tunnel circuit if the circuit 

is di.vided into r eaches of approximately consta.nt average pressure. On this 
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basis, it 1s pennissable to study the resorption of a single ga.s bubble in a

liquld of constant pressure and of such volume ihat its saturation is rela-

tivel;' unaffeeted by solution of the bubble,

The study of solution of a gas bubble in liquid. rnay be attacked from
two somewtrat di-fferent vievrpoints. One is the Lewis*'lthitman eoncept of gas

and liquid fihns at the bubble interfacc with thc liquid [ 6]. The gas flln
is supposed to be cornposed of gasses that are ]ess readily dissolvcd. than
those forrning the bulk of the bubble. In the cavj.tating process, ho'riievcr,
the only gasses to be di.ssoived are those that canoe jout of ttie liquid in the
first place, oqygen and nitrogen (or possibly sorne other pure gas if i'b is
substituted for these); and, since these have approxinrately equal diffusivity,
there can be no gas film in the problen being consi'lerecl here.

lillhen the gas filn is ignored, the Lcwis-y'uhitnan equations for rate

of gas transfer per unit area at the interface beco*e [ 6] I

-Kf, (cc - cl) ( 1 )
I d'ril
A d t

wnerc
'|tf 

is the vrreight of gas in the bubble (lbs)

A is the interface area (t t2)

t  is fhe t ime (see)

C6 is the cc'ncenfratj.or: of the gas i-n the }iqui,l if the }iquirt were satu-
rated at the pressure and tenperature of rcsorption and is thc con-
ce;ntration at thc gas-iiquid interface (frc/ft3)

C1 is the actual concentration of the gas in thc liquid at a distance from
the bubbie (rus/rt3;

(CC-Cl)is then the difference in concbntration betlrcen thc liqui4 touching
the bub'ble and the uniforrn 1i-quid sone distance away

Ktr is an empi-ricaI liquid fil-nr coeff,icient (ft,/sec).

T l l . '  - , . ^ ^ + . i r ' - .  ^ :  - -  L ^ -  L ^ ^ - ^  - - r , r ^ , ,  ,  - r ,  -  d f i u  . a alnc nelgalrvc sLgn has been added so that frr ui}} be negative rrhen CO) CL, all
other quantiti-cs bcing positive. The experinaents pneviously referrea to[ 3,
Lt 5), as rvel1 as nany others, have been directed tov,iard evaluating KL for
differcnt conditions. In spi-te of this, its val-ue is not known for all condi-
tions, and the factors vrhich influenec its value are poorly understood.

Equation (1) does not contain explicitly all of the factors which
must be measured in an experi-rnental study of solution of gas bubbles. The
ratc of gas transfer per unit area at the bubble surface may also be written:
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basis, it is permissable to study t.he resorption of a single gas bubble in a 

liquid of const.ant. pressure and of such volume that its saturation is rela

t.ively unaffected by solution of the bubbl e . 

The study of solution of a gas bubble in liquid may be attacked from 

two somewhat different viewpoints. One is the Lewis-Vvhi tman concept of gas 

and liquid films at the bubble interfaco 'with tho liquid [ 6J. The gas film 

is suppos ed t o be composed of gasses t.hat are less r eadily dissolved than 

those forming the bulk of the bubble. In the cavit.ating process, however, 

the only gasses to be di.ssolved arc those that came ,jout of tho liquid in the 

first place, oxygen and nitrogen (or possibly some other pure gas if it is 

substi tuted for these); and, since these have approximately equal diffusivi ty, 

there can be no gas film in the problem being considered here. 

When the gas film is ignored, the Lewis- iihi tman equat ions for rate 

of gas transfer p er unit area at the interface become [6J: 

(1) 

wher e 

1ii is the weight of gas in the bubble (lbs) 

A is the interface area (ft2 ) 

t is the time (s ec) 

CQ i s the concentration of the gas in the liquid if tho liquid were satu
rated at the pressure and temperature of r esor p t ion and is tho con
centration at tho gas-liquid interface (lbs/ft3) 

CL is the actual concentration of the gas in the liquid a t a distance from 
the bubble (lbs/ft3 ) . 

(CQ-CL) is then the difference in concentration between the liquid touching 
the bubble and the uniform liquid some distance away 

KL is an empirical liquid film coefficient (ft/sec ). 

The negative sign has been added so that ~~ 'Will be negative when CQ) CL, all 

other quantities being positive . Tho experiments previously referr(;d to [ 3, 

it , SJ , as well as many others, have been directed toward evaluating KL for 

di ff er ent conditions. In spi te of this, its value is not known for all condi

ti ons, and the f actors 'which influence its value are poorly understood. 

Equation (1) does not contain explicitly all of the factors which 

must be measured in an experimental study of solution of gas bubbles. The 

r a te of gas transfer p5r unit area at the bubble surface may also be written: 



where
( z )

R is the rate of change of concentration atthe surface (fUs/fth)

D is ttre diffrrsivity (ft2/sec)

and the other terrns are as previously defined.

comparative purposesp Eqs. (1) and (Z) naybe conrbined to give:

l d S I ' ^ d O , l
IJ  - I

A d t  d " l  r = R

; o ls v l

T l  d n l r  -  D
t ,  g  s *  l *  -  l !

r r t - -
L J n ^

un-ur
\J J)

/in I

d r 1  r :

D is a constant fluid property for a given gas and liquid, and it
corresponds to the kjnematic viscosity (y ) in surface shear computations in
fluidflowand to the thermometric conductivity (g) i" heat transfer cornputa-

O a
tions. At room temperatures, D is of the ord.er oi 2 x 3:O'" ftt /,sec for air
in vrater (L is of the order 1 x 10-5 and r of the order I"5 x toj6 for water,
botlr in units of ftz/sec). Values of D are not toovrell fixed as yet, but,
e:cperlnrental values for several gasses furr* b"en collected by Arnold [ ? ] who
also gives an empirical fonnula for D for other gasses.

The rate of cha.nge of concentration at the surfa.ce, 99,

be evaluated in Eq. (2). Consider that the diffusion takes place in a layer
of thickness 6 surrounding the bubble (see Fig" l)o Several oases can be
recognizeda (1) thcre is little or no relatlve motion between the gas and

liquid, and the liquid is not turbulentt (2) there is considerable relative
notion, and the liquid ls not turbulent; and (3) the liguid is turbulentr It
is believed that alJ recorded experiments to datc have been conducted as one
or the other of the first two cases. fhis paper j-s concerned vrrith the third

C S S e r

In the first caser Snaybe eonsidereduninfluenced by the relative
notion ,o tr,"t Sl i*;;" constant function of (c,,-c, ). From Eqn (3),

d r l r = R  
' J  L ' -

it is seen that this implies a constant I! over a r ange of conditions fronr

no motion t'o snaLI relative motion of gaFand liguid. That K, is constant

in this range is borne out by experiment, nrrnerous cxamples ffii-ng cited in

references 3r Lr and 5. In the second ease, I comes under the influence of

the fluid motion boundary layerbetween the gas and liquid. Since the bound.ary

( 3 )

p must
r . - T ?

6 

! £! ~ D ~Il 
A dt dr . r = R (2) 

where 

dC 

;: r: R is the rate of change of concentration atthe surface (lbs/ft4) 
D is the diffusivity (ft2/sec) 

and the other terms are as previously defined. 

For comparative purposes, Eqs. (1) and (2) may be combined to give: 

dC I 
K 

_ _ D or r = R 
L - C -CL G 

(3) 

D is a constant fluid property for a given gas and liquid, and it 

corresponds to tho kinematic viscosity (~) in surface shear computations in 

fluid flow and to the thermometric conductivity (/() in heat transf er computa

tions. At room temperatures, D is of the order-of 2 x 10-8 ft2/sec for air 

in wat e r (~, is of the order 1 x 10-5 and It of the order 1.5 x 10":'6 for water, 

both in ~its of ft2/sec). Values of D are not too well fixed as yet, but, 

experimental values for sever a l gass es have b een collected by Arnold [ 7 ] who 

also gives an empirical formula for ~ for other gasses. 

The rate of change of concentration at the surface, ~ [ , must 
dr , r:R 

I 

be evaluated in Eq. (2). Consider that the diffusion takes place in a l ayer 

of thickness.§. surrounding the bubble (see Figo 1)0 Several oases can be 

r ecognizedl (1) there is little or no relative motion between the gas and 

liquid, and the liquid is not turbulent; (2) there is consi~erable relative 

motion, and the liquid is not turbulent; and (3) the liquid is turbulent. It 

is bel ieved tha t all r ecorded experiments to date have been conducted as one 

or the other of the first two cases. This paper i s concerned with the third 

case. 

In the first case, .A may be considered uninfluenced by the relative 

mo tion so tha t ~l:l . iB:::some constant function of (CG-CL). From Eq . (3), 
dr r = R 

it is s een that this implies a constant !\r, over a range of conditions from 

no motion to small relative motion of gaa=and liquid. That KL is constant 

in this range is borne out by exp eriment, numerous examples being cited in 

references 3, 4, and 5. In the second case, ~ comes under the influence of 

t he fluid motion boundary layer between the gas and liquid. Since the boundary 



BUBBLE SURFACE AREA (A}

o o N o E N T R A T I O N  ( c  )  A r  6 1 p 1 9 5  ( r )

(  C =  C o  A T  r = R ,  C '  C I A T  r =  R * 6
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3.ayer decreases in thickness with increasi-ng Reynolds nu.nbersr I rnay a]so be
e:pected to decrease with increasing fteynolds nunrbers (increasing relative
motions increasing linear di:nensions, or decreasing kinenratic viscosity )o

d n i
fnus 'fr1 

r = R 
must increase (K, must increase) with increases in Reynolds

nunber in the second cBS€r Again threre is nueh experjmental evidence to cor-
roborate this conclusionr Hutchinson and sherurood Ih ], 

'for. instancel found
that K, increascs vritti about the 016 power of the speed (or Reynolds nunber)
in thG rogion. (llutctrinson and Sherwood used a. fr.ee surface rather than a
bubblee but the reasoning follolris the saure Iines. ) Becker, quoted by Lewis
and lfhitman [6] , found. K, to vary r,vith the 0.8 power of the speed.

In the third caser 6 is also influenced by the liquid motionr By
raixture length theories of turbulence, an equation of tlrc .for::m ocfl Eqi (2 )
still applies to turbulent diffusion, with a turbulent diffusivity substituted.
for D' Thc turbulent diffusi.vity for fu1ly developed turbulence is of a so
ntuch higher order of magnltude than D that the diffusing iayer may be eonsi-
dered li.rnited to a very small region around the bubble urhere the turbulence

is not fu1ly developed. Thj-s snall region may be subdivided into two parts:
an inner sublayerwhere all relative motion has been.alnost conrpletely damped
by viscosityr in which diffusion is whollynolecular and governed by the coef-
ficient !; andr a surrounding layer where diffusion becomes more and more a
turbulent phenornenon and less and less a nolecular phenonenon until full tur-

bulence exists at the edge of the Iayer, (There is no sharp 1ine, only a
noninal Line n:arking the 1jmits of the diffusing }a;'st and sublayeru ) These
sutrdivisions correspond to Kdrr,r{n t s laminar and transi-tionr"} boundary layers

in fluid and heat flovr analysis. This method of subdivi<iing tl"re diffusing

layer should be valid vrhethcr the bubble is large and moving ma,inly with the
mean vel-ocity of the liquidl or sniall and r,roving with the turbulent fluctua-
tions as well as vrith the mean velocity. However, the thiekness of,the,.layers

would be materially different in the triro case6. (the bubbles nCIve wlth the
turbulent fluctuations in the apparatus used in these e4periments. )

The molecular sublayer must be very thin so that the variations of

concentration within it may bertaken as approximately linearr ?hat isl

throughout the sublayer,

(L)

8 

layer decreases in thickness with increasing Reynolds numbers, ~ may also be 

expected to decrease with increasing Reynolds numbers (increasing relative 

motion, increasing linear dimensions, or decreasing kinematic viscosity) ~ 

Thus ~I r = R must increase (KL must increase) with increases in Reynolds 

number in the second case. Again there is much experiment21 6 vidence to cor

roborate this conclusion. Hutchinson and Sherwood [4 ]" 'for instance, found 

that KL increasos vnth about the 0~6 power of the speed (or Reynolds number) 

in thIS region. (Hutchinson and Sherwood used a free surface rather than a 

bubble, but the reasoning follows the SEJ1lG lines.) Becker, quoted by Lewis 

and Whitman [6J , found KL to vary with the 0.8 power of the speed. 

In the third case, ~ is also influenced by the liquid motion. By 

mixture . length theories of turbulence, an equation of the .form O:C:' Eq. (2) 

still applies to turbulent diffusion, with a turbulent diffusivity substituted 

for D. The turbulent diffusivi ty for fully developed turbulence is of a so 

much higher order of magnitude th2.n 12. that the diffusing layer may be consi

dered limited to a very small region around the bubble where the turbulence 

is not fully developed. This small region may be subdivided into two parts: 

an inner sublayer where all relative motion has been · almost completely damped 

by viscosity, in which diffusion is wholly molecular and governed by the coef

ficient Q; and, a surrounding layer where diffusion becomes more and more a 

turbulent phenomenon and less and less a molecular phenorlemon until full tur

bulence exists at the edge of the layer. (There is no sho.rp line, only a 

nominal line marking the limits of the diffusing layer and sublayer.) These 

subdivisions correspond to Karma'nls laminar and transitionCll boundary layers 

in fluid and heat flow analysis. This method of subdividing the diffusing 

layer should be valid whether the bubble is large and moving mainly with the 

mean velocity of the liquid, or small 2nd moving with the turbulent fluctua

tions as well as with the mean velocity. HOl"i'"8ver, the thickness of the ., layers 

would be materially different in the two cases. (The . bubbles move with the 

turbulent fluctuations in the apparatus used in these experiments.) 

The molecular sublayer must be very thin so that the va riations of 

concentration within it may be : taken as approximately linear. That is~ 

CG Cq =- - (1-0:.- -) 
5' CG 

(4) 

throughout the sublayer, 
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where

6r is the thickness of the sublayer (ft)

C^ is the small difference in eoncentration between the unifo:m,Iiguid*'' 
at the edge of the. diffusing layer and the liquid at the edge of
the sublayer (Ibs/tl')

n.v t ,

o : F= is the relative saturation of the liquid, and (1*g) may becalledthe"G unsaturation.

In Eq. (l+), CC and €L are deterrnined by the nature of the gas and

liquid, the pressure, dild the tenperature. The quantities 6tand Cn/cor how-

everr are dependent on a nurnber of less readily defined variables. Fnportant

among these are probably the turbulence and viscosi.ty of the liquid. It is

reasonable to assume that the influence of these variables is measured by the

Reynolds number, Fer of the nrain fIow, d"efined as:

I T ^
* u e

9

where

U is the mean velocity of the liqulA (ft/sec)

a is a linear dimension of the fixed boundaries (ft)

v is the kineriatic viscosity (tt?/sec).

If gtis taken as a function of Re, it is necessary to inlroduce an arbitrary

length, !r to maintain dimensional honiogeneity. That j-s, the substitutiony

6 l

1 
= f, (Re)

will nrake Eqo (h) dirnensionally correctn Since 6tprobably decreases with an

increase in Reynolds nrrnber, it is eonvenient to represent Eq. (6) by the

approximation:

el= l
t K, Ren

where K, and n are numerical constants. The length, !, must be related to

soroephysical djmension of ej-ther the bubble or the external system boundaries,

but its significance will not be investigated further at this point.

In ad.dition to the variables alrcady rnentioned, Co/C* is probably

dependent to an important degree on the d.iffusivity. The diffusivity may be

/ ( \

( 6 )

(6a)

9 

where 

0 1 is the thickness of the sublayer (ft) 

Cq is the small difference in concentration between the uniftmnllquid 
at the edge of the d~ffusing layer and the liquid at the edge of 
the sublayer (lbs/ft ) 

_ CL 
ex. - is the relative saturation of the liquid, and '~l~~) may be called the 

- CG unsaturation. 

In Eq. (4), C
G 

and ~ are determined by the nature of the gas and 

liquid, the pressure, and the temperature. The quantities oland C /CG' how-
- q 

eVGr, are dependent on a number of less readily defined vari2.bl es. Important 

among these are probably the turbulence and viscosity of the liquid. It is 

reasonable to assume that the influence of these variables is measured by the 

Reynolds number, B!:., of the main flow, defined as: 

where 

Re = ~ 
v 

U is the mean velocity of the liquid (ft/sec) 

a is a linear dimension of the fixed boundaries (ft) 

v is the kinematic viscosity (ft2/sec). 

(5) 

If 51is taken as a function of Re, i t is necessalY to introduce an a rbitrary - -
l ength, ~, to maintain dimensional homogeneity . Tha t is, the substitution, 

Sr 

L = fl (Re) (6 ) 

will make Eqq (4) dimE;nsionally correct. Since ~'probably decreases with an 

increase in Reynolds number, it is conveni ent to represent Eq. (6) by the 

approximation: 

~:: _1 __ 

L Kl Re
n 

(6a ) 

where Kl and!;. are numerical constants. The length, !:' mus t be rela ted to 

some physical dimension of either the bubble or the external system boundaries, 

but its Significance ~Q1I not be investigated further at this point. 

In addition to the variabl es already mentioned, C q/CG is probably 

dependent to an important degree on the dHfusivity. The diffusivity may be 



il corresponding to the Prandtl

=fz (Be, i ) .

,/tOwill probably decrease with increasj.ng Re and with decreas-

is desirable to assign a shape to the gas surface" 0bsewations

turnel and in the etperimental apparatus to be described later,

bubbles are essentially sphprical most of the timer Thenl

o.
Y

o

and

A = IrnR2

where R is the bubble radius at any tine in feet, and

the gas in t'he bubble at the pressure and temperature

per cubi.c foot.

(8b)

is t he unit weight of

resorption in pounds

o)

of,'}:lEutd.at"the

are di-nension-

1 n

.  r 9 r  .nrrnber (f) in heatintroduced in the ratio

fLow. Thenl

The quantity
. v
Ln$ 

5r

I t

in the water

shovr that the

(7J

r,'r = !nn& ', (Ba)

Combining Eqs. {2), (b), (6a), and (B} yields the equation:

where P c

pressure

less.

Cg
T-

and

, f ; -#=-Kl ( t*.- cq. ,  -  n
f,) ne

is the solubillty in gas volunee pier uni.t vofune.

tenrperature of resorption. Both sides of Eq. (9)

Equation (9) is the basic eqrration contai-ning all of the irnportant

variables influcncing the rate of gas bubble solution in turbulent liquid,

K, and n must bc deterrnined by ercperiment, t and D are fluid properties de-

Errnined by the type of gas and liquid, the pressure, and the temperature.

Actually, F maX be taken as independ.ent of the pressure, for, by Henryls 1aw

and the perfeet gas 3.aw which apply alniost exactly to the gasses likely to be

used:

p * 5= SI9 - HRe
y P

(10)

10 

introduced in the ratio TI' corresponding to the Prandtl number (=-) in heat 

flow. Then: 

Cq = £2 (Re, B). 
CG 

('70 

The quantity C IC
G 

will probably decrease with increasing Re and with decreas-
q -. ,. 

long j). 

It is desirable to assign a shape to the gas surface. Observations 

in the water tunnel and in the experimental apparatus to be described later, 

show that the bubbles are essentially sph~rical most of the time. Then: 

Vi = ~R3y 'l (Sa) 

and 

CBb) 

where R is the bubble radius at any time in feet, and V is t he unit ·weight of 

the gas in the bubble at the pressure and temperature of resorption in pounds 

per cubic foot. 

Combining Eqs. (2), (4), (6a), and (8) yields tho equation: 

L dr _ K (l-o._Cq ) Ren 
aD at - ... 1 C

G 
(9) 

CG 
where ~ = y is the solubility in gas volumes ~er unit volume ,of liq!lid.at, the 

pressure and temperature of resorption. Both sides of Eq. (9) are dimension

less. 

Equation (9) is the basic equation containing all of the important 

variables influoncing the rate of gas bubble solution in turbulent liquid. 

Kl and ~must bo determined by experiment. ~ and ~ are fluid properties de

termined by the type of gas and liquid" the pressure, and the temperature. 

Actually, ! may be taken as independent of the pressure, for, by Henry's law 

and the perfect gas law which apply almost exactly to the gasses likely to be 

used: 

o 
~ ...G _ HpRG - HUG --;--p-- (10) 



where

p is the pressure at which rcsorptlon is taking place

H is Henryrs constant which is independent of p but varies with e

R is the g as constant which ls a urnrj-versal constant
I is the absolute tenrperature,

Values of F at atrnospheric pressure for various tenpcraturcs may be fourd. in
standardhandbooksr and Arnoldl ? ]gives values for D. Re and gare determlned
by operating conditions in the tunnel. The forrner is given by Eqi (5) anci o

may be determined by direct sampling or indirectly by naking use of "llenryrg
lawl

= 8 9p

vrhere

p is the pressrtre at nrhieh resorption is bcing aceomplished

P,.., is the pressure at which the liquid woulcl be saturated at the concen-- 
tration crn po:riust be.measured in the same units lF B* and thc
liquicl mffit Uilat the sanre tenrperature for both measurements,

The vapor pressure is onritted from Eq, (U) Uut rnay be incLuded by subtracting
lt from both p^ and p.' o

0"r;l in Eq' (9) renrains to be defined. physicarry and. cn/c* must
be evaluated. The quantitf C,/CO cannot be evaluated theoretlcally;a{ present
but an e:perirnental value v'riIl be obtained in another part of the paperi For
sufficiently effective turbulcnce, or as a first approximation in any event,
cn/co>0 ([^rS)',vhiIe dRTdtrenainsfi-nite, and, Ee. (9) *ay be written in the
3"imiting form:

Data obtained in these experfunents ancl referred to on page 20, followingr eld

in Fig. 6 show eonclusively that for a given bubble in a turbulent flow with

constant Reynolds numberl pressure and tenrperature, dRldt is independ.ent of R
(the gas bubble rad.ius) and L. Assuming that this ind.ependence will extend.

to the liniting case expressed by Eq. (9a), L nnust also be ind.ependent of R.

0n the basls of these assunptiorr, ! nrust then be deterrnined, by the systen

boundaries; it is probably a measure of the scale of the turbulencer l **y

* = F = H s
"G rrY

&, # = -Kr (\) Ren.

(11)

Fa1

where 

P is the pressure at which resorption is taking place 

H is Henry's constant which is independent of J2. but varies vTi th e 
R is the g as constant which is a universal constant 

e is the absolute temperature. 

11 

Values of ~ at atmospheric pressure for various te:npcratures may be found in 

standard handbooks; and Arnold[ 7 Jgives values for Q. Re and ~ are determined 

by operating conditions in the tunnel. The former is given by Eq. (5) and ~ 

may be determined by direct sampling or indirectly by making us e of -Herur!'S 

law: 

where 

(11) 

p is the pressure at which resorption is being accomplished 

P is o the pressure at which the liquid would be sa tura ted at the concen
tration C

L
, Poniust. be . measured in the: s ara.e units ~9 ;e,. and the 

liquid must be-at the same temperature for both measurements. 

The vapor pressure is omitted from Eq. (11) but may be included by subtracting 

it from both p and p. 
o -

Only ~ in Eq. (9) remains to be defined physically and Cq/CG must 

be evaluated. The quantity Cq/C
G 

cannot be evaluated theoretically:at present 

but an experimental value 'In 11 be obtained in another part of the paper. For 

sufficiently effective turbulence, or as a first approximation in any event, 

C /C
G
-'7 0 (5~8q while dR/dt remains finite, and Eq. (9) may be written in the 

q - -
limi ting form: 

~ ~= -y (l~_) Ren~ (9a) 
!3D dt ·1 

Data obtained in these experiments and referred to on p age 20, following, and 

in F,ig. 6 show conclusively tha t for a given bubble in a turbulent flow with 

constant Reynolds number, pressure and temperature, dR/dt is independent of B 
(the gas bubble radius) and t~ Assuming that this independence will extend -
to the 'limiting case' expressed by Eq. (9a), ~ must also be independent of !i. 
On the basis of these assumptions; ~ must then be determined by the system 

boundaries; it is probably a measurE:: of the scale of the turbulence. L may -
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be cons*dered proport'Lonal to 3' a characteristic li.near tjmension of tJre

fixed boundaries, unless artificial turbulence devices such as screens are

installed in the water tunnel. circuit. The inability to define L exactly is

the greatest drawback toward studying the resorption of air bubbfes outside

the water tunnel under consi.deration.

Itnight be noted that foLlgwing the above developmettt'r 
L 

in Eer (3)

beconesr

* r=w(1 -q#) ,&er-$f f )
and in the lirniting case:

(12 )

K L = (]2a)

Hutehinson and Sherrrood I h] showed ln their e&erirnents that, although.t'here

was some slig,ht tendency for K, to increase with !r there was no direct' pro-

portionality betvreen the tnro. 
-Tt 

should be noted, horveverl that their measure-

ments wef,e rndde in an entirely laminar regiJner or at best in only very slight

turbulence, and consequently are not applicable to Eqs. (12) and (12a).

Equation (9) *ay be integrated quite s5mply since An/et is knorryn to

be J.ndependent of both R and t. Letting t = 0 whcn R = R1r sqre iruLttaA ?ai.:ub t

and t = T when R - 0r Eg. (!) integrates to:

o'fit* = F,

(13)

For application to trrnnel destgn,

probably sufficiently accuratel

the linriting case obtained from Ee, (9a) is

Rr' (11+)

turbtr

nay be
trt must be ernphasized that Eq. (Lb) appties only for intense

lence and is othenc'ise only a eonvenient approximation. nquation (11+)

written in the following alternative for:ns:

K z "

K.,BD (1q,) Ren
I-

(ls-d) Ren R,

m -
l -

Dj (11) Ren
(lha)

12 

be considered proportional to!, a characteristic linear dimension of the 

fixed boundaries, unless artificial turbulence devices such as screens are 

installed in the water tunnel circuit. The inability to define!; exactly is 

the greatest drawback toward studying the resorption of air bubbles outside 

the water tunnel under consideration. 

It might be noted that following the above development, KL in Eq. (3) 

becomesl 

n 
K - DKIRe 
L - L 

(1 eg/cO) _ D (1- Cq/CG) 
- 1..;.a. - fI 1-0. (12 ) 

and in the limiting case: 

(12a) 

Hutchinson and Sherwood [4J showed in their experiments that, although', there 

was some slight tendency for KL to increase with~, there was no direct pro

portionality between the two. It should be noted" however, that their measure

ments were made in an entirely laminar regime, or at bos t in only very slight 

turbulence, and consequently are not applicable to Eqs. (12) and (lZa). 

Equation (9) may be integrated quite simply since dR/dt is knOYffi to 

be independent of both ~ and!. Letting t = 0 when R = Rl , s:ome ~ 1,uW " 

and t = T when R • 0, Eq. (9) integrates to: 

T= kC 
Kl@..D (1~-..!1) 

Co 

(13) 

For application to tunnel design, the limiting case obtained from Eq. (9a) is 

probably sufficiently accurate: 

T = L RIO 
Kl~.D (l~) Re

n (14) 

It must be emphasized that Eq. (14) applies only for intense turbu

lence and is otherwise only a convenient approximation. Equation (14) may be 

written in the following alternative forms: 

(14a) 
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T.
where ft . #i i.ncludes the proportional ity betvreen L and a and may vary front

g rr.l e

one installation to another,

(]Lb)

(il+c)

(11+d)

where K,

and

I-m

A T
r = 56i;; R1

. 't.
r = g;gft1 R1

LF

K^
d r ) br - 

lFA' 
ftI

T = KUR, (llre)

where K, = ;o-r- 
L

l+ n, gu TTIJfEII
I-

Equation (11+c) corresponds to EQ. (2s) of reference 2" It should be noted

that this equation is approxi:rrate to the extent that l-.cl in the denomi-nator

should be corrected by the faetor Cq/Cg.

In designing a water tunnel, the velocity and length of the return

circui.t deternrine the fine, avaj.lable for resorption. The factors in Eqs, (11+)

(where 3, &, and L apply to the r eturn circult and Rt is the naxi:nun bubble

radius converted, to return eircuit pressure) det,ermiiG the time required for

resorption. The forrner must equel or exceed the latter for complete r€$orpr'

tionr Assr:rning the initial bubble size; R1r and the air concentrationl Ctrr

are fixed by the problerns to be studied Tfi a water tururele Eq. (ilri indicdlG's

the measures that may be taken to resorb the eavitation bubbles before they

return to ttre test section. These nethods are:

(l) Lengthen the tunnel return circuit and reduce the veloclty so

that the ti.rne a bubble rsrains in the return circuit will' be equal

to or greater than Tr Thls n'rethod involves the risk of having the

sma1l bubbles rise and coalesce at the top of the return circuit

ducte forring larger bubbles 'rhich take st'ilt longer to dissolve.

!f tunnel operation would permit, thj-s defect could be overeome by

egitation or rotation of the fluid in the return circuit" It' is

best overcome by using long vertical legs in the return circuit in

connection with method {2) following.

13 

where ~ • K La includes the proportional i ty between l: and! and may vary from 

one installation to another, 

and 

51 
T = D,& (1~' Rl 

T = KJ. {l~) Rl 

K3 
T = (j::!:) Rl 

(l4b) 

(14c) 

(14d) 

(14e) 

Equation (14c) corresponds to Eq. (28) of reference 2. It should be noted 

that this equation is approximate to the extent that 1-0. in the denominator 

should be corrected by the factor Cq/CG. 

In designing a water tunnel, the velocity and length of the return 

circuit determine the time, available for resorption. The factors in Eqs. (14) 

(where ~, ~, and!: apply to the return circuit and Rl is the maximum bubble 

radius converted to return circuit pressure) determine the time required for 

resorption. The former must equal or exceed the latter for complete resorp

tion. Assuming the initial bubble size, Rl , and the air concentration, CL, 

are fixed by the problems to be studied iii a wnter tUlUlel, Eq. (140 in<licat:es 

the measures that may be taken to resorb the cavitation bubbles before they 

return to the test section. These methods are: 

(1) Lengthen the tunnel return circuit and reduce the velocity so 

that the time a bubble remains in the return circuit will be equal 

to or greater than T. - This method involves the risk of having the 

small bubbles rise and coalesce at the top of the return circuit 

duct, forming larger bubbles which take still longer to dissolve. 

If tunnel operation would permit, this defect could be overcome by 

a.gi tation or rotation of the fluid in the return circuit. It is 

best overcome by using long vertical legs in the return circuit in 

connection with method (2) following. 
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(2) leduce 3 by lnereaslng tJre ursaturntion, (1*). ltrls is done

by increasing pr the pressure qt resorptionr in accordance with

Eq. (11)" Flotting (1*) = (1- 
S ) "e"inst gfora givenpo.ras in

Fig. 2e shows tiat the effeeti.vene-ss of this nethodmpidty decreases

as p is increased, and a pressure fsur or fi.ve tines the saturation

pressure approaches tlre economical linit' A conbination of thls

nethodwith nethod (1) results in the California Institute of Tech-

nology.resorber design adequately described in referenees I arid 2.

(3) Reduce ! by increasing Re. Ttris nethod ie Ljnited practically

by the difflcul,ty of producing a v€ry large increase in R€.

(L) If the srpposition that L ls a neasure of the scale turbulence

is correct, reduce.I by reducing $ that isr introduce a small scaSe

turbuLence without changing the trrnnel di.nensions. I, would be re-

duced. by introduci.ng a nunber of fine screens in the tunneJ. return

circult at sone cost in energy consuqrti.on' Sone reduction ln T

shouldbe obtainable by this rnethod, and if used in connection with

nethod (1), it night prove adequate for corrylete resorption, Fur*

thenrnore, production of a finer scale turbulence would tend to re-

tard coalescence of snaLl bubbles a t the top of a horizontal pipep

and it would break up large bubbles.

$) Reduce lby increasing the product, 9-!. This would be done by

corrpletely substituting another gas for air, Carbon dloxidee for

instance, offers a product f! approximately 20 tjrnes t'trat for air

and would be resorbed in I/2O \he time for air if Co,/co = 0, other

conditions being the sane. Because ,{rO I O ana d.epends on D, the

factor 20 night not be achieved in trrnnel operation but with suffi-

cient turbulenee it should be approached closely. This nethod

presents the difficult task of removing all of ttre air from the

water and reguires that siailarity in the cavitation proeess be

examlned.

Of the nethods described abovee the California Institute of Tech*

nology resorber is probably the most, practical and has been proved by uoer

Method (5) warrants some researdrl andnethod (l+) shoul,d not' be entirely dis-

regarded. All of the above nethods will be most effective ln intense"tur-

bulence.

(2) Reduce T bY' inereasing the UJlsatuN. tion, (l..o.). Thi~ is done - -
by increasing p, the pressure ~ resorption, in accordance with 

Eq. (ll). Plotting (1..A) = (1- ~ ) against n for a given p, as in 
- p ~ 0 

Fig. 2, shows that the effectiveness of this methodmpidly decreases 

as p is increased, and a pressure four or five times the saturation 

pressure approaches the economical limit. A combination of this 

method with method (1) results in the California Institute of Tech ... 

nology resorber design adequately described in references 1 and 2. 

(3) Reduce T by increasing Re. This method is limited practically - -
by the difficulty of producing a very large increase in ~. 

(4) If the supposition that ~ is a measure of the scale turbulence 

is correct, reduce T by reducing L; that is, introduce a small scale - -
turbulence without changing the tunnel dimensions. ~ would be re

duced by introducing a number of fine screens in the tunnel return 

circuit at some cost in energy consumption. Some reduction in T 

should be obtainable by this method, and if used in connection with 

method (1), it might prove adequate for complete resorption. Fur

thermore, production of a finEr scale turbulence would tend to re~ 

tard coalescence of small bubbles a t the top of a horizontal pipe, 

and it would break up large bubbles. 

<'5) Reduce.! by increasing the product, 6 D. This would be done by 

completely substituting another gas for air. Carbon dioxide, for 

instance, offers a product ~ approximately 20 times that for air 

and would be resorbed in 1/20 the time for air if Cq/CG = 0, other 

condi tions being the same. Because Cq/CG t 0 and depends on 12, the 

factor 20 might not be achievE:d in tunnel operation but with suffi-

cient turbulence it should be approached closely. This method 

presents the difficult task of removing all of the air from the 

water and requires that similarity in the cavitation process be 

examined. 

14 

Of the methods described above, the California Institute of Tech

nology resorber is probably the most practical and has been proved by use. 

Method (5) warrants some researdl, and method (4) should not be entirely dis

regarded. All of the above methods will be most effective in.intense .tur

bulence. 
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OXPERIiiEN TAI },IE THOD

.An experimental apparatus was designed in which ihe unknowns in

Eg. (9) could be deterrnined, A photograph of the apparatus is containedin

Fig. 31 and the apparatus with auxiliary equiproent j-s shown in Fig. h. Fig-

ure 5 is a drauing giving speeifications of the apparatus'

Essentially, the apparatus consisted of a snrall l"ueite cylinder

capped. at both ends. Just within one end, a brass rotor sras connected to a

motor and could be made to rotate at all speeds froni 1?00 to several thousand

RPir{ by changing the voltage on tire motor. The other end cap ums drilled for

pressure control tubesl a bubble feed. tube, and a thermocouple. Pressure or

vaccuurl eould be applied to the entire systern (through a nrbber dlaphragn to

prevent contamination) from the laboratory bompressed air and vacuum lines.

Fressures from a litt1e above zero to 11 atrnospheres absolute were available.

The gas bubble feed tube was not used for the air studies but was

intended for possible future use with other g&ssesl Air bubbles were genera-

ted by a cavitation process frorn the J.iquid under test' This was done by

opening the valve at, the periphery of the cylinder to the atmosphere (or to a

Jower pressure, if required) and turning the rotor at high speed until many

verysmallcavitation bubbles were for"ned. The valve was ihencloeedand'the

speed. reduced so that a number of tl:ese snrall bubbles would coalesce on the

eylind.er axis, forming a larger bubbler The remaini:ig small bubbles were

dissolved by an inerease in pressure, leaving the larger bubble for siudyr

Itwas atterryted to make this bubble initially of from 0.01- to 0.02-in. radius

at the pressure under studY.

The bubbles as described above were not true air bubbles but con-

tained approxi-na1.;e$?/3 nitrogen and,L/3 oxygen, since that is the proportlon

j:r which these gasses dissolve in water. trYater tunnel bubbles probably con-

tain the sane proportions of nitrogen and oxf$enr

Turbulenee rlas produced i-n the apparatus by the liquid rotating

inside ihe ciliridrical boru:daryr The turbulence vffied quite nottcea:bly wit"h

the rotational speecl; using watef, there vras practically no turbulence at

1200 RFI,f, but at 3600 RfM and at higher temperatures, the turbulence was so

great, that a 0r02-1n. radius bubble would frequently be sheared in two. After

the apparatus was used for a time, the lotor developed a barely perceptible

wobble, and itwas evident that a more intense turbuLence rras being obtained
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EXPERllJiENTAL ME THOD 

An experimental apparatus was designed in which the unknowns in 

Eq. (9) could be determined. A photograph of the apparatus is containedin 

Fig. 3, and the apparatus with auxiliary equipment is shovm in Fig. 4. Fig

ure 5 is a drawing giving specifications of the apparatus. 

Essentially J the apparatus consisted of a small 1 uc i te cylinder 

capped at both ends. Just within one end, a brass rotor WaS connected to a 

motor and could be made to rotate at all speeds from 1200 to several thousand 

RPM by changing the voltage on the motor. The other end cap was drilled for 

pressure control tubes, a bubble feed tube, a nd a thennocouple. Pressure or 

vaccuum could be applied to the entire system (through CI rubber diaphragm to 

prevent contamination) from the laboratory compressed air and vacuum lines. 

Pressures from a little above zero to 11 atmospheres absolute were available. 

The gas bubble feed tube was not used for the air studies but was 

intended for possible future use with other gasses. Air bubbles were genera

ted by a cavitation process from the liquid under test. This was done by 

opening the valve at the periphery of the cylinder to the atmosphere (or to a 

lower pressure, if required) and turning the rotor at high speed until many 

very small cavitation bubbles were formed. The valve was then closed and ' the 

speed reduced so that a number of t hese small bubbles would coalesce on the 

cylinder axis, fonning a larger bubble. The remaining small bubbles were 

dissolved by an increase in pressure, leaving the larger bubble for study. 

It was attempted to make this bubble initially of from 0.01- to 0.02-in. radius 

at the pressure under study. 

The bubbles as described above were not true air bubbles but con

tained approximately 2/3 nitrogen and 1/3 oxygen, since thdt is the proportion 

in which these gasses dissolve in water. Water tunnel bubbles probably con

tain the same proportions of nitrogen and oxygen. 

Turbulence VTaS produced in the apparatus by the liquid rotating 

inside the cylindrical boundary. The turbulence varied. qllite notic:eb.:ply wv:i.:th 

the rotational speed; using water, there was practically no turbulence at 

1200 RPM, but at 3600 RPM and at higher temp eratures, th e turbulw ce was so 

great that a 0.02-in. radius bubble would frequently be sheared in two. After 

the apparatus was used for a time, the rotor developed a barely perceptible 

wobble , and it w as evident that a more intense turbulence VTaS being obtained 
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fig. 3 Test Cylinder and Motor 

Ca) Lucite Cylinder ( f) Tube open to center of cylinder 
( b) Motor (g) Tu~e open to peri phery of cylinder 

(c) Rotor ( h) Pressure or vacumn lines 
(d) Lucite end cap (il Thermocoupl~ leads 
(e) 84bble feed tube 
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for a given rotational speed, (Turbulence was obsenred by noting the path of,

a sraall bubble in the wate:'. ) During the experiments, the bubbles followed a

more or less spiral orbit around. the cylindrical" axis and about tl\ to 3/8 it,

from it. They were moved back and forth in the longitudinal direction very

rapidly by the turbulenee, remaining near the center oi' the cylinder, longi-

tudinally. Bubbles of about 0.00l-in. radius and sroaller did not renain on

the spiral path so near the axis but were circulated ti:roughout the }lquid,

All e:periments deseribed in this paper began with distilled water

saturated at I.0B atrnospheres and at a ternperature detcrsrined by the room tem-

perature and by the rotational speed of 3600 RPM. (1.08 abnospheres cofres-

ponds to the pressure due to the water level in the open cup at .the top of the

photogrryh in Fig. h. This cup was ordinarily kept at the top of the support

rod shown in the photograph.) Thevalueof q,at any time was determined fron

Ee. (11) using po = 1n08.

The requirernent that the test volurne should be large compared to the

air bubble vohmre v.ras satisfied, in this apparatus. lllhen saturated at t,OB

atnospheres at g5o F, the waier in the test cylinder contains about 0.105 cu

in. of air, A 0.02-inr radi-us bubble at B atnrospheres (tne nignest pressure

used in these experinents) and 95o F contains about 2,5 x IO-b cu in. of air

measuredrait 1.08 atmoq>henes. This is less Lhan I/\ of 1 per eent of the air

content of the cylinder and nay be considered negligible.

Brrbble size was deterrained using a corllpound mieroscope at the lucite

end of the cylinder. The raicroscope was aligned parallel to and about t/8 in.

above the axis of the cylinder and focused on the longitudinal center of the

cylinder. A rnagnification of 18 diameters was used. The depth of focus was

about Vl+ in. and the field of view about l/2 i:ncb j.n dianreter. A re ticule

in one of the eyepieces',ryas calibrated by placing a scale in the cylinder prior

to the runs with bubbles, For obtalning diametcr readingsr the bubbles were

stopped with an Edgerton stroboscope in suc]: a posltion that they would be

superimposed on the calibrated scale in the retieule. This was a very diffi-

cult procedureatf irst, but after sone practice, i t  proved possibleto obtain

a diarneter reading af ier only two or three seconds of obsewatlon. (l' pi:oto-

graphic riiethod of naking diame ter readings was trj-edr but with the magnifica-

tion requiredl the light source became so cumbersome that this nrethod was

discarcied in favor of the sirnpler d.irbct readingsl )
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for a given rotational speed. (Turbulence was observed by noting the path of 

a small bu.bble in the water.) During the experiments, the bubbles followed a 

more or less spiral orbit around the cylindrical axis and about 1/8 to 3/8 iiil. 

from it. They were moved back and forth in the longitudinal direction very 

rapidly by ' the turbulence, remaining near the center of the cylinder, longi

tudL~ally. Bubbles of about O,OOl-in. radius and smaller did not remain on 

the spiral path so near the axis but were circulated throughout the liquid, 

All experiments described in this paper began with distilled water 

saturated at 1.08 atmospheres and at a temperature determined by the room tem

perature and by the rotational speed of 3600 RPM. (1.08 atmospheres corres

ponds to the pressure due to the water level in the open cup at the top of the 

photograp 11 in Fig. h. This cup was ordinarily kept at the top of the support 

rod sho'wn in the photograph.) The value of 0. at any time was determined from 

Eq. (11) using p = 1.08. a 

The requirement that the test volume should be large compared to the 

air bubble volume was satisfied in this apparatus. When saturated at 1.08 

atmospheres at 95° F, the water in the test cylinder contains about 0.105 eu 

in. of air. A 0.02-in. radius bubble at 8 atmospheres (the highest pressure 

used in these experiments) and 95° F contains about 2.5 x 10-4 cu in. of air 

measured~ri:t J.,oB ~tm0'~heres,. This is less than 1/4 of 1 per cent of the air 

content of the cylinder and may be considered negligible. 

Bubble size was determined using a compound microscope at the lucite 

end of the cylinder. The microscope was aligned parallel to and about 1/8 in. 

above the axis of the cylinder and focused on the longitudinal c8nter of the 

cylinder. A magnification of 18 diameters was used. The depth of focus was 

about 1/4 in. and the field of view about 1/2 inch in diameter. A r e ticule 

in one of the eyepieces was calibrated by placing a scale in the cylinder prior 

to the runs with bubbles. For obtaining diamet er readings, the bubbles were 

stopped with an Edgerton stroboscope in such a position that they would be 

superimposed on the calibrated scale in the reticule. This was a very diffi

cul t procedure at first" but after some practice, it proved possible to obtain 

a diameter reading after only two or three seconds of observation. (A photo

graphic method of making diame t er readings was tried, but with the magnifica

tion required, the light source became so cumbersome that this method was 

discarded in favor of the simp~er direct readings.) 
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The general plan of the experiments involved measurements of dn/dt

inEq. (9) wfrife tvo of the variables were changed independentlyr These vari-

ables were (1.4 ) and Reynolds number" lhe produ"t !! could have been vari-ed

by changing the gas in this apparatus and the length L could have been varied

by inserting fine screens on a diametral plane near the eylindrical waII, but

the e:rperiments were discontinued. before these ,phases could be undertakenl

Variations in (1-O) were produeed by changing the pressurer !,r in the range

from 2 to B atnrospheres absolute, wirile holding constant the rotational speed

of the disk at 3600 Rpt{. (goth &e and I varied, however, si.nce the ternperature

changed.from day to day lrith roon temperature and from nrn to run aE the fric*

tional resistance of the shaft seal changed rnrith applied pressurer The rvater

content of the cyLinder was so small that its temperature lras furfluenced by

all frictional changes. ) Variations in Reynolds nurn'lcers were produced rnainly

by changes in rotational speed frora 1200 t'o 3600 RFM but also by uncontroll-

able variations 1n tennperature from day to day betvresr 95" F and 1?5o F; whi-Ie

the pressure was helcl constant at I atnospheres absolute. And, as already

noted, the turbulence changed. near the end of the er<perirnents because of a

wobble in the totor.

DISCUSSION OT' EXPERITEI{TAL NESULTS

Figure 6 contains typical plots from wttich dR/dt measurelnents were

obtalned. The plotted points are nicroscope readings of bubble diameter in

inches plotted against the tine, read on a stop watch, in secondsr All of the

data, without exception, plotted. as straight lines when plotted in the forn

of Fig, 6. These straight lines give i{; h Eq. (Il+e)r It should be noted

that the zera diarneter point was not S5tained by the nicroscope since, as

stated. previously, maII bubbles did not remain in the microscope field for

observation. Instead., the streak of the bubble in a strong, continuous light

was observed until it vanished, and this ti.ne was taken as the tirae of zero

diameter. The zero point is not very,accurate since occasionally the scra1l

bubbles were dashed against a l"ral1 and broken prenaturely; or again they

containecl minute dirt particles and. failed to dissolve in the nonnal ti-ne.

Also, near the end, the streak appeared and. disappeared for a time, and if

there vu'ere any other ninu'be particles i-n ttre rvatcr, it rvas difficult to dis-

tinguish betvreen them and the aj-r bubbles. For this reasont the zero point

is given little weight in dra,r'ring the h-nes of Fig' 6'
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The general plan of tho oxperiments involved measurements of dR/dt 

in Eq. (9) while two of the variables were changed independently. These vari

ables were (l~) and Reynolds number. The product ~D could have been varied 

by changing the gas in this apparatus and the l ength L could' have been varied 

by inserting fine screens on a diametral plane near the cylindrical wall, but 

the experiments were discontinued before these .phases could be undertaken. 

Variations in (l~) were produced by changing the pressure, E" in the range 

from 2 to 8 atmospheres absolute, while holding constant the rotational speed 

of the disk at 3600 RPM. (Both Re and ~ varied, however, since the temperature 

changed from day to day ,vi th room temperature and from run to run as the fric-

tional resistance of the shaft seal changed wi th applied pressure. The water 

content of the cylinder was so small that its temperature was influenced by 

all frictional changes.) Variations in Reynolds numbers were produced mainly 

by changes in rotational speed from 1200 to 3600 RPM but also by uncontroll

able variations in temperature from day to day between 95° F and :125° F, while 

the pressure was held constant at 3 atmospheres absolute. And, as already 

noted, the turbulence changed near the end of the experii'11ents because of a 

wobble in the rotor. 

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 6 cor-tains typical plots from which dR/dt measurements were 

obtained. The plotted points are microscope readings of bubble diameter in 

inches plotted against the time, read on a stop watch, in seconds. All of the 

da ta, without exception, plotted as straight lines when plotted in the form 

of Fig. 6. These straight lines give 1\4 in Eq. (14e). It should be noted 

that the zero diameter point was not Obtained by the microscope since, as 

stated previously, small bubbles did not r emain in the microscope field for 

obs ervation. Instead, the streak of the bubble in a strong, continuous light 

was observed until it vanished, and this time was taken as the time of zero 

diameter. The zero point is not very ,accurate since occasionally the small 

bubbles were dashed against a wall and broken prematurely; or a.gain they 

contained minute dirt particles and failed to dissolve in the normal time. 

Also, nea r the end, the streak appeared and disappeared for a time, and if 

the r e were any other minute particles in thE:: water , it was difficult to dis

tinguish between them and the a ir bubbles . For this reason, the zero point 

is given little weight in drawing the lines of Fig. 6. 
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There rras sone latitude in dralrlng the straight lines through the

points in plots like Figr 61 enough to pernr-it a possible varlation of 5 or 6

per cent in dR/dt sj:rply by shifting the line. Other sources of error in

applying the measured. data to EQ' (p) arel

(1) The value of (1{) may be jn error by as much as 2 per cent

because of the difficulty of detqmining wtren the water was satura-

ted at the pressu.r€ por In spite of the fact that distilled water

rvas used and that the systera rras generally closed, dirt seemed to

get into the water so that frequent changes 'wer€ necess&f;fr (tfre

experj:nents were run only two days a week, on the avefaget and the

equiprnent stood idle at other timesr) Ltter each change, satura-

tion was accomplished by nrixing air with the water until a given

bubble size would be naj-ntained for at least 15 ninutes at the pres-

Sur€ por It lras forurd, however, that even after this ., polnt was

reachffi; a 1- or 2-per cent change in air content would still leave

dR/dt equat to zero over the t5-minute period. Sinee 1 approaches

!0 per cent in some runs, but is generally smaller, the error in

(fg) should not exceed about 2 per cent.

(Z) Amore serious €rror lies in deterstining the exact speed of the

rotorr A universal notor was used to drive the rotorr ffid its speed

variedby as much as 5 per cent over a very short period of tirne and

perhaps by as much as 10 per cent, during the life of a bubble. A

s5mchronous motor should have been used. These changes of s'peed

changed. the turbulence and rate of solution. In the experlnentst

the nominal- speed of the rstor a s first set by the stroboscope has

been taken as t,he average sPeed.

The tenrpe::ature measuring errors were probably very small. Furt'henaore; tem-

perature €rrors tend to be counterbalaneing through their effects on ! and r;

errors in neasuring temperature, thereforer maX be antirely dlsregardedl

. The constant nhasbeen evaluatedfrom the data firsi. To nrake the

evaluation, the.data for the runs at constant pressure (variable Reynolds nu$-

bers) have been inserted fu Eq. (9aj, wherein Cny'CO is assnmed'zlerld 
--Sn tbi's

eguation, Reynolds nrmber has been taken asl

2
Re = Eg-

I

(r5)
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There was some latttude in drawing the straight lines through the 

points in plots like Fi.g. 6, enough to pennit a possible variation of 5 or 6 
per cent in dR/dt simply by shifting the line. Other sources of error in 

applying tho measured data to Eqo (9) are: 

(1) The valuo of (l~) may be in error by as much as 2 per cent 

because of the difficulty of detennining when the water was satura

ted a t the pressure p. In spite of the fact that distilled water 
a 

was used and that the sys tern was generally closed, dirt seemed to 

get into the water so tha t frequent changes were necessary. (The 

experiments were run only two days a week, on the average, and the 

equipment stood idle at other times.) After each chango, satura

tion was accomplished by mixing air with the water until a given 

bubble size would be maintained for at least 15 minutes at the pres

sure Po' It was found, however, that even after this ~ point was 

reached, a 1- or 2-per cent change in air content would still leave 

dR/dt equal to zero over the 15-minute period. Since ~ approaches 

50 per cent in some runs, but is generally smaller, the error in 

(1-~) should not exceed about 2 per cent. 

(2) A more serious error lies in detennining the exact speed of the 

rotor. A universal motor was used to drive the rotor, and its spee,d 

varied by as much as 5 per cent over a very short period of time and 

perhaps by as much as 10 per cent, during the life of a bubble. A 

synchronous motor should have been used. These changes of speed 

changed the turbulence and rate of solution. In the experiments, 

th€:; nominal speed of the rotor a s first set by the stroboscope has 

beon taken as the average speed. 

The temperature measuring errors were probably very small. Furthennore, t em

perature errors t end to be counterbalancing through their effects on .§. and !) 
errors in measuring temperature, therefore, may be entirely disregarded, 

The constant n has been evaluated from the data first. To make the 

evaluation, the data for the runs at constant pressure (va riable Reynolds mun

bers) have been inserted in Eq. (9a), wherein C ¢bG,:,is assnmed 'zero. '-[n this q ' j 

equation, Reynolds number has been t a ken as: 

2 wa 
Re = (15) 

..--.. 
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where

UJ

A

. ?

is the angular velocity of the rotor in revolutions Per second

is the radius of the rotor in ft, (0.1 ft)

is the kinsratj-c viscoslty in ft2 sec.

The actual angular velocity of the liquid near the axis was sllghtLy greater

than ur as determined by obserrring the bubble speed wit'lr the stroboscope. Per-
?

haps this value should have been used in defining Reynolds number sjnce Lt

neasures the relative speed of liquid and f,lxed surfacel but the only result

would be a change in the constant K, in Ees" (9)r (13), and (11+). Sj.:nce the

data vnas first comput,ed using Eq. (15[ it has been evaluated with that definl-

tion for Beynolds ntxtber.

of, the renaining factors in Eg. (9a1, g wa" obtained. from Eq. (11)

ae e:plained previously, ! was placed equa3. to the rotor rad:ius (O.I tt) so

that K2r Eg. (}ba)e rattrer than K, ismeasured by the.eoperiqentsp ,!was ta&en

Q o

as 1.95 x 10-u g{/"." from Huffnerrq detennination ci-ted by Fekeris[$ ]and

Arnold I t ] (tfris being the value for air and onLy approxi,:nately correet for

the gas jn the bubble)p and g and r were taken fron handbooksr the values at

afunospherlc pressure being used (the value for air again being used' for [)"

Some extrapolation for p ras reguired at the high tenperatures" The above

factors in Eq. {fa1 have been plotted in Fig. ?1 on logarithnic scalese in

the grouping I a S .r.r"os Bg. A11 data for the oane ReynoLds nrmber
. I-rgFD dt
taken 6n ihe same date have been averaged together to reduce the scatter of

ttre points in Fig. ?. The scatter in the averaged data rnay be attributed at

Least partially to the change jn turbulence as the apparatus m.s used. The

grolry of points in Fig. ? wi& slashes through theni f,or instance, were ob-

tained. fron the last runs made in the apparatus when the turbulsngs riras qulte

large because of tlre wobbling rotorr Three straight lines representiag three

values of n have been drawn through thepoints in the figure. Frobably n*L.25

best represents the data at the higher Reynolds nrxnbers where full turbulence

ruas being approechede but a higher rralue would be possible.

Using ii = 1.25r the data obtained at the constant rotational speed

of 3600 RpM and variable pressur€ have been p3.otted on arittroetical scales jn

Fig, B in the gr 
-- L I 9& .r"turr, (1-g). Again averaged' data haveoupr.ns;f.?g 

SD d!

been used. The intercept on the (1$p axis of the stard:i.ght li:re diswrrtbrouglt

the points i.n the f$nre is the average value of C,/CO for tlle turbulence

where 

~ is the angular velocity of the rotor in revolutions per second 

a is the radius of the rotor in ft (0.1 ft) 

t is the kinematic viscosity in ft2 sec. 
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The actual angular velocity of the liquid near the axis was slightly greater 

than w as detennined by observing the bubble speed with the stroboscope. Per

haps ~his value should have been used in defining Reynolds number since it 

measures the relative speed of liquid and fixed surface, but the only result 

would be a change in the constant Klin Eqs. (9), (13), and (14). Since the 

data was first computed using Eq. (1"5T, it has been evaluated with that defini

tion for Reynolds number. 

Of the remaining factors in Eq. (9a), ~ was obtained from Eq. (11) -as explained previously, ~ was placed equal to the rotor radius (0.1 ft) so 

that K2, Eq. (14aJ" rather than Kl is measured. 'by t/heexperiments, ,,Q was taken 

as 1.95 x 10-8 ft2/sec from Huff~r's determination cited by Pekeris (5 ] and 

Arnold ( 7 ] (this being the va.lue for air and only approximately correct for 

the gas in the bubble), and f and! were taken from handbooks, the values at 

atmospheric pressure being used (the value for air again being used for ~). 

Some 'extrapolation for 11 was required at the high temperatures. The above 

factors in Eq. ~9a) have been plotted in Fig. 7, on logarithmic scales, in 

the grouping .l:...!:. ~ versus Re. All data for the same Reynolds number 
l-~ cx. ~D dt -

taken on the same date have been averaged together to reduce the scatter of 

the points in Fig. 7. The scatter in the averaged data may be attributed at 

least partially to the change in turbulence as the apparatus was used. The 

group of points in Fig. 7 with slashes through them, for instance, were ob

tained from the last runs made in the apparatus when the ~urbulence was quite 

large because of the wobbling rotor. Three straight lines representing three 

values of ~ have been drawn through thepoints in the figure. Probably n;;::::<1.25 

best represents the data at the higher Reynolds numbers where full turbulence 

was being approached, but a higher value would be possible. 

Using n = 1.25, the data obtained at the constant rotational speed 

of 3600 RPM and variable pressure have been plotted on arithmetical scales in 

Fig. 8 in the grouping ~~i.~ ; .. ; versus (l-~). Again averaged data have 

been used. The intercept on the (l~ axis of the straight line dra:wrrthrough 

the points in the figure is the aVlYrage value of Cq/CG for th,e turbulence 
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existlng at the speed of 3600 RpM. The vai-ue or cq/cc is 0.18. (In Fig. B,
the straightness of the line depends on thevalidity of Henryrs law and on the
proper choice of parameters in Eq. (9). The line appears reasonably straj-ght.)
llad n - L.5 been used, CdCg wouldbe less than 0.18 since ttre higher lteynolds
numbers occurred at the larger values of (1g), because of teroperature in-
CX€8 ,S€S  r

Data fron all of the experimental runs have been plotted on arith-
raeti.c scales in Fig. 9 in the form of Eq. (p), witn n = 1.25 and Cq/ca = 0.r8.
Aetually, the value of Cq/CC should probably be increased as the Reynolds
nwnber decreases, but it has been taken as constant in plotting the points for
the figure. The points obtained at 3600 RpM and. J atmospheres pressure have
been distinguished frorn those obtained with variable speed and those obtained
with variable pressure by differerrt symbols as shovrn on the legen4 on the
figure. The equation:

a  d R  ^ o /
6T ;t = z.BS x 1o-3 (o.Bz -g) Re1.25 (16)

appears to fit the data reasonably well except in the lower turbulence region
where an i-ncrease in Cq/Cg would have rnad.e an improvement and except for the
last runs in which the change in turbulenee was not accounted for in the para-
meter. From Eq. (16), K1 in Eqs. (g) and (r j) is 2.Bi x 10-3 and includes
the proportionality bebvJn I and a. Equation (ll) becoroesr

2.85 gD (0.82 -g) ne1.25R1 x 103. (17)

Equation (17) woutd be applicable to a water tunnel whose turbulence charac-
teristics are similar to those of the apparatus used in these experiments.
At a still higher Reynolds number, the above constants should be a.pplicable
to Eq. (fl+a), giving the approximate fornula:

T = R1 x 103. (18)2.8$ pn (1e) ReI;25

At a rotational speed of 360O RPM andatemperatureof 1000 tr 'r  6t151

Eq. (6a ) becornes :

6 r  = *
K  1  X A l l

?

2.5 x La'2 ttx0.0003 in.
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existing at the speed of 3600 RPM. The value of Cq/cG is 0.18. (In Fig. 8, 

the straightness of the line depends on the validi.ty of Henry's law and on the 

proper choice of parameters in Eq. (9). The line appears reasonably straight.) 

Had n = 1..5 been used, Cq/CG would be less than 0.18 since the higher Reynolds 

numbers occurred at the larger values of (l~), because of temperature in-

creases. 

Data from all of the experimental runs have been plotted on arith

metic scales in Fig. 9 in the form of Eq. (9), with n = 1.2.5 and cq/cG = 0.18. 

Actually, the value of Cq/cG should probably be increased as the Reynolds 

munber decreases, but it has been taken as constant in plotting the points for 

the figure. The points obtained at 3600 RPM and 3 atmospheres pressure have 

been distinguished from those obtained with variable speed and thos e obtained 

wi th variable pressure by different symbols as shown on the legend on the 

figure . The equation: 

a dH 8e 1 -3 (8 ) 1?.5 [TI d t = 2. ~ x 0 O. 2 -~ Re • - (16) 

appears to fit the data reasonably well except in the lower turbulence region 

where an increase in Cq/cG would have made an improvement and except for the 

last runs in which the change in t urbulence was not accounted for in the para

meter. From Eq. (16), Kl in Eqs. (9) and (13) is 2.8.5 x 10-3 and includes 

the proportionality betw~ en 1 and a. Equation (13) becomes: 

a 3 
T = 2.8.5 ~D (0.82 _~) Re1 •25 Rl x 10 • (17) 

Equation (17) would be applicable to a 'Water tunnel whose turbulence charac

teristics are similar to those of the apparatus used in these expe riments. 

At a still higher Reynolds number, the above constants should be applicable 

to Eq. (14a), giving the approximate formula: 

(18) 

At a rotational spe8d of 3600 RPM and a temperature of 1000 F, 5 fin 

Eq. (6a) becomes: 

5' = a 2 • .5 x 10-5 ft~O.0003 in. 
KIRen 
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Ihis corapares well in order of nragnitude with the thickness of the laninar

sublayer from fluid and heat flow results at high fteynolds numbers. Under
the same conditions and with 6p = 0, K, in Eq. (12) becomesl

Kr., = 3,(l- W,) = 6.lr x to-L rtlsec (70 cmlhr),

This compares wltlt a value of q of ?0 cm/hr deduced for the California Instj.-
tute of Technology tunnel rru:itFut a resorber, in reference 2. The agreenent

between the data for that tunnel and the most turbulent case in these experi-

ments .is remarkable.

If it i.s deslred to use an equation of the forrn of (11+tt), the equa-
tion derived frorn these e:perinents would be:

- - 1 . L 7 x 1 0 2 o- - 
rc;821-A) i'l ( I?a)

When s = 0r Eq. (I?a) detetnines the ninirnr:ro time for bubble:resorption in
a system having the characteristics of the eryerinental apparatus. This

equati-on may be compared with Eq, (29) of reference 2, Ln vrhich the constant
1.?o x-10) based on a val-ue of I! of 32 cn/hr was used and (1-.9 rather than

(.1^ !

(1-c- p) appeared in the d.enonrilfrator.uG

If the Reynolds nrmber ercpressed by Eq, (15) naA been taken u" S1
j-n aecordancewith the previous argument, K, would have the value 16.2 x 10tJ

instead of 2.85 x 10-J. 
..(Thevalues 

of Rffiolds numbers in these experiments
would have been 2.3 x 102 and lo-rer, based on the latter formulap'.lrhile they

A
approached 10" based on Eq. (15).) The values of:tand the pucceeding con-

stants calculated tn the paragraphs above would be unchanged, however, by a

change in definition of Reyn616. nunber.

Some other interesting points garnered from the air bubbler e:Eneri.-

nrents described hereinr but not pertinent to the present discussion,a?ampn-l

tioned in tLre appendix.

CONCI,USION$

p'"1
93r

LT

n
Re"

The equation:

K'FD (I-o- (13)
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lhis compares well in order of magnitude with the thickness of tho laminar 

sublayer from fluid and heat flow results at high Reynolds numbers. Under 

the same conditions and with ~ = 0, KL in Eq. (12) becomes: 

D Cq!CG 4 
KL = 6,(1- ~) = 6.4 x 10- ft/sec (70 cm/hr). 

This compares wi1(jh a value of ~ of 70 cm/hr deduced for the California Insti

tute of Technology tunnel without a resorber, in reference 2. The agreement 

between the data for that tunnel and the most turbulent case in these experi

mentsis remarkable. 

If it is desired to use an equation of the form of (14d), the equa

tion derived from these experiments would be: 

5 
T = 1.17 x 10 R 

(0.82 -oJ 1 
(17a) 

When ~ = 0, Eq. ___ (17a) detoPnin~s the mini.t:lUm time .for bUbble :.:resorption in 

a system having the characteristics of the experimental apparatus. This 

equation may be compared wit.h Eq. (29) of reference 2, in which the constant 

1.70 x 105 based on a value of ~ of 32 cm/hr was used and (l-~ rather than 
Cq __ 

(l-~ c-) appeared in the denominator. 
G wa2 

number exp r essed by Eq. (15) had been taken as -;-If the Reynolds 

16.2 x 10;'3 in accordance with the previous argument, K2 would have the value 

instead of 2.85 x 10-3• (The values of Reynolds numbers in these experiments 

would have been 2.3 x 105 and lo-,,-er, based on the latter formula, while they 
6 approached 10 , based on Eq. (15).) The values of ~J and the succeeding con-

stants calculated in the pa ragraphs above would be unchanged, however, by a 

change in definition of Reynolds number. 

Some other interesting points garnered from the air bubblo' experi

ments described herein, but not pertinent to the present discussion, are men .. 

tioned in the appendix. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The equation: 

L T : 
K f3D (1-0.- ~) 1 CG 

(13) 
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has bcen proposed and partially verified. as the basic equation governing gas
bubble resorption in turbulent lJ-quid. The constants, Kl and n, ha.ve been
evaluated as 0.0162 and 1.25r respectively, and 

ifl 
: O.IE-at tfre highest tur_

cpEriments. f is rhe tirne of
resorption in seconds, 

\ is the initial bubble raciius in feet, D is the d:if-
fusivityinsquare feetfEr second (about r,95 x rc-u for air in water), B is
the solubility in gas volumes per volune of liquidatthe temperature of re-
sorption (9o te taken fror.r handbooks), g is the relative saturation of the
liquid atresorptj-on (obtainable frorn Eq. (11), page 9), & is *the.,Re}-r:olds

nutnber based on the relative motion of the liquid and the flxed. boundeLries,
and L is a linear dimension measuring the scale of the turbulence in the liq-
uid in feet and is taken as equal to the bound.ary dimension i* Ig in obtaining
the above value of Kr. The constant K, lrrill change with the definition of Re
and L, but it is beTfeved that n:.I,?TIs a universal. constant for high tur_
bulence. The value of C^ /Cn wttl-,also change with the turbulence and witrr the
ratio 

fir but shoulci uoolo*Jn zero for i*tense turbulence.

For turbulence corresponding to that used in.ttre e4perimental appara-
tusr the doubt regarding the d.efinition of & and ! nay be resolved by using
the equation in the approxj.:nate forml

T  -  6 l

$T-(Ild) nr

where 6t-(the thickness of the lami-nar sublayer) was found equal to 2,5 x 1O-5
ft and ,n/ro has been taken as zero for intense turbureflccr Furthermore, if
the bubbles are air in 'rater at a tenrperature of 100e F, the equation rnay be
simplified to:

'l( 
t
r ' t

t--c I

(11+b)

(lLd)

where K2 = 1.1? x 105 sec per ft, and the relative saturation is the onlyJ
parameter to be deterndned.

Equation (lhd) and the associated constant K. confinn the resorptlon
analysismade at the California Instj-tute of Technolo#la] in connection with
the design of a nesorber.

Equation (13) led to several suggested. nethods of acconrplishing re-
sorption vrithin a single tunnel eircuitr The niost promising of these were!
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has been proposed and partially verified as the basic equation governing gas 

bubble resorption in turbulent liquid. The constants, Kl and n, have been 

6 ~ ~--evaluated as 0.01 2 and 1.2./, respectively, and C = 0.11:) at the highest tur-
G 

bulence level for the appar atus used in these experiments. T is the time of 

r esorption in seconds, R:t is the initial bubble radius in feet, Q is the dif

fusivi ty in square feet per second (about 1.95 x 10-
8 

for air in water), £. is 

the solubility in gas volumes per volume of liquid at t he temperature of re

sorption (to be t aken from handbooks), ~ is the relative saturation of the 

liquid atresorption (obta inable from Eq. (11), page 9), ~ .li:s -'the :ReYIlOlds 

m.l'1lbe r based on t he r el a tive mo tion of the liquid and the fixed boundaries, 

and ~ is a linear dimension measuring the scale of the turbulence in the liq

uid in f eet and is taken as equal to the boundary dimens ion in ~ in obtaining 

the above value of Kl • The constant Kl will change with the definition of ~ 

and~, but it is beITeved tha t n -:;:::-·1.2-;-is a universal constant for high tur

bulence . The value of Cq/C
G 

will.also change with the turbulence ' and with the 

ratio ~, but should approach ze ro f or i ntense turbulence. 

For turbulence corresponding to that used in ,the experimental appara

tus, the doubt r egarding the definition of ~ and ~ may be resolved by usi ng 

the equation in the approxim2.te form: 

(14b) 

wher e ~~, ( the thickness of the laminar sublayer) was found equal to 2.5 x 10-5 

ft and Cq/CG has been t aken as zero fo r intense turbulence. Furthermore, if 

the bubble s are air in wa t er at a tElllpera t ure of 1000 F, the equation may be 

simplified to: 

T = K3 R 
l~ "I (14d) 

where K3 = 1.17 x 105 sec per ft, and the r elative saturation is the only 

pa rame t e r to be de t ermined. 

Equation (14d) and the associated constant K3 confirm the resorption 

analysis made a t the Oalifornia Institute of Technology [2) in connection with 

the design of a Tosorber. 

Equation (13) led to several suggested methods of accomplishing re

sorption wi thin a singl e tunnel circuit. The most promising of these were: 
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(1) the resorber already introduced at the California Institute of Technology
andbased on increasing (1+a) in Egr (13) wnileprovidingmore tfune for resorp-
tion; (z) arnethod in which theproductgD in nq" (13) wouLdbe jncreased rnany
foldby substituting another gas sugh as carbon dloxide for air in the water;
and (3) a nethod in which thc scale of turbr:lenee would be decreased by pro-
viding fine screens ln combination wit,h an j.ncreased tra-vel tj-rue through the
tunnel circuit. The second nrethod, Jn particular, should be given some atten-
t lon.

AC}OiOUNSDGHIIENT

The luork on air bubble resorption ilas perforrned j-n connection wit6
thestudyof apilot raod.el of a free j*twater tunnelsponsored by the gff ice
of Naval Research under Contract NBOnr - 662A2 end i.:r conriection r,'rith a rnodel
st'udy cf an open jet weter tunneL sponsored by the David. Teylor l,todel Basi.n,
U. S. Narryr under Contract NObs - 3lr208. The experjmentaL data were taken by
Dr. C. S. Chao and the paper, particularly the analysis, was reviewed critj._
ca1ly by Janres S. Holdhusen.
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(1) the r esorber already introduced nt the California Institute of Technology 

and based on increasing (l ... ~) in Eq. (13) while providing more time for resorp

tion; (2) a method in which the product ~ D in Eqe (13) would be increased many 

fold by substituting another gas such as ca rbon dioxide for air in the wa t e r; 

and 0) a method in which the scale of turbulence would be decreas ed by pro

viding fine screens in combination 'wi t h an increas ed travel time through the 

tunnel circuit. The second method, in particular, should be given some atten

tion. 
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APPENSIX

some Obsenrations fron the Air BubbLe Resorption Apoaratus

In addition to the direct measurement of dR/dt in bubble solution
descrlbed in the body of thls paper, sorne qualitative observations of other
phenomenon were also obtai.ned. One of these was a conclusion that the rate
of grorth of an air bubbLe once fonned in ,erpersalurated liquid .is governed

by ttre same equation and constants as the rate of solution. This is in ac-
cordance with sj-rnilar previous conclusions cited in the absorption synposiun

[3] ]tsted jn the bibliographyo The principal difference between solution and
formation of a bubble is that in solution Eq. (f:) is followed t,o aero radius
as nearly as ean be deternined, v*rereas in forrnation the bubble appears to
form nearly instantaneously with sone finite radius.

0ther interesting obewations were made regarding the nettrod of
formation of bubbles in the cavitation process. As the pressure was redueed.
and the rotor gradually speeded up to the eavj-tation point(whichr.of. sourser
dependedon the air content), the liqui-dwhieh was previously perfectly clear
began to generate very ralnute bubbleso These were first observed in an orbit
about L/Z in, fron the cyllnder aris throughout the cyJ.inder lengthu These
bubbleswetre certainly considerably less than 0.001-in. diarnetero but how nuch
less was not determined. The bubbles first appeared, at about the sar e dis-

tanee fron the axis fo'r several conrbinatj.ons of pressurel speed., and air con-
tent', but there Ls no certainty that they were generated at that distance.

They were definitely generated i-n the i,nteriorof the fluidr;fioirrevcrrand not
at the vrallso It uright also be noted that i.t was impossible to reduce the

static pressure in the test eylinder sufficiently to produce cavitation lrrith-

out motion of the rotor.

When the rotor was stopped as soon as a few bubbles were fonred, the

bubbles fLoated around in the liquid until they finally attached thenselves

to one of the surfaces and dissolved when the pressure ruas restored. If the

generationwas continued, sone of the bubbLes coalesced to form larger bubbles

on the axls and if it was continued long enoughr a hollow cylinder eould be

formed about /L to l/B inch in d.iarneter on the cylindrical axis extend:ing

aIL the way frcrn the brass rotor to the lucite cap. If the pressure in this

si,tuationwas suddenly i.nereasedp therapor in the hollow space could be $een

to condense on the cap ryrd the space rapidly broke dovrn into individual air
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Some Observations from the Air Bubble Resorption Apparatus 

, 
In addition to the direct measurement of dR/dt in bubble solution 

described in the body of this paper, some qualitative observations of other 

phenomenon were also obtained. One of these was a conclusion that the rate 

of growth of an air bubble once formed in ,supersaturated liquid · is governed 

by the same equation and constants as the r ate of solution, This is in ac

cordance with similar previous conclusions cited in the absorption symposium 

[3J listed in the bibliography~ The principal difference between solution and 

formation of a bubble is that in solution Eq. (13) is followed to zero radius 

as nearly as can be determined, whereas in fonnation the bubble appears to 

form nearly instantaneously with some finite radius. 

Other interesting obervations were made regarding the method of 

formation of bubbles in the cavitation process. As the pressure was reduced 

and the rotor gradually speeded up to the cavitation point (which,. of .. course, 

dep ended on the air content), the liquid which was previously perfectly clear 

began to generate very minute bubbles o These were first observed in an orbit 

about 1/2 in. from the cylinder axis throughout the cylinder length. These 

bubbles were certainly considerably less than O.OOl-in. diameter, but how much 

less was not determined. The bubbles first appeared at about the scm e dis

tance from the axis fo'r several combinations of pressure, speed, and air con

tent, but there is no certainty that they were generated at t hat distance. 

They were definitely generated in the interior Df the fluid, :J1owevor,ond not 

at the walls. It might also be noted that it was impossible to reduce the 

static pressure in the t est cylinder sufficiently to produce cavitation 'with

out motion of the rotor. 

When the rotor was stopped as soon as a few bubbles were formed, the 

bubbles floated around in the liquid until they finally attached themselves 

to one of the surfaces and dissolved when the pressure was reste red. If the 

genera tion was continued, some of the bubbles coalesced to form larger bubbles 

on the axis and if it was continued long enough, a hollow cylinder could be 

formed about 1/4 to 3/8 inch in diameter on the cylindrical axis extending 

all the way from the brass rotor to the luci te cap. If the pressure in this 

situation was suddenly increased, thevapor in the hollow space could be seen 

to condense on the cap and the space rapidly broke dovm into individual air 
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bubbles, At the lower ai-r contcntsl the cylindrical space was nostly vapor,
even after a long tlme; but at nornnal- air content, the cylindrlcal qpace was
nostly air if the cavitati-on pr"oceeded. long enough,

If there were Inany larger bubbles in the liquicl, but not enough to
forn the hollow cylindrical space first described, the bubbles appeared,. to
forvn a frothy region about tire same size as the cyJ-i-ndrical space woul-d have
beenr 0n studying this frothy space with the stroboscope, however, it was
seen to be made up of four columns of bubbles extencling fro4 the rotor to the
caP.r each column rotating about the cylindrical axis at about I/B in. or more
from it. No rnatter how the speed or pressure of the system were al,terecl, tliere
were alvrays four columns of bubbles under these conditio:rs and there were no
bubbles outside the four columns.

The turbuience in this apparatus rras apF,arentl;r non-isotropicn At
least the paths of the srnall bubbles which were moved around by theturbirlense
were long in the longitridinal directlon of the cylincier and practically indis-
tinguishable in the radial direction. Under a strong Ii-ght, a. smal] bubble
moving under the influence of trrrbulence vrhen seen from the side of the cyl-
inder looked ahoost exactly ll-k<: a pa.rticle under the influence of Brovnrian
. a ' ' ^ * , . * *
r r v v U u l ( i l I U r

?he bubble shape in the apparaius was almost allvays spherical, but
occasionally a d:istorted bubble ',?BS s€€nr Ocassional.lyr a speck of dirt "lyould.

be trapped on a bubble surface and appeared to be held rigrdly in the surf*ce.
Advantagev,ras taken of such d.irt specks to observe that the bubble apparently
did not rotate about any axix in the bubble, but only about the cylindri-ca1
axis. Dirt specks definitely reduced the rate of solution ancl runs where dirt
vras pi.cked up were discontinued" On onc run, a bubble surface was complctely
coveredwith a dirt erust after it had shrunk to a certai-n sizg, and it falled
to shrink further regardless of increases in pressure or speed, being entirely
j.nsulated by the erustr

If the apparatus was turned on end with the cyli-nd.er at the top and
the rotor hori-zontal, a bubble in high turbulence would tend to remain in the
center of the cylinoer, longitudinally. fnat is, the bubble appeared to re-
sist buoyancy and to b e held entirely by the turbulcnt forces.
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bubbles. At the lower air contents , the cylindrical space was mostly vapor, 

even after a long time; but at nonnal air content, the cylindrical space was 

mostly air if the cavitation proceeded long enough . 

If there were many larger bubbles in tho liquid, but not enough to 

form the hollow cylindrical space first described, the bubbles appeared. to 

form a frothy r egion about the sc:~me size a s the cylindrical space would have 

been. On studying this frothy space with the stroboscope, however, it was 

s een to be made up of four columns of bubbles extending from the rotor to the 

cap, each column rotating about the cylindrical axis at about 1/8 in. or more 

from it. No matter how t he speed or pressure of the system were altered, there 

wore always four columns of bubbles under these conditions and t here were no 

bubbles outside the four columns. 

The turbulence in this apparatus was apparently non-isotropic. At 

least the paths of the small bubbles which were moved around by the: turbulence 

we r e long in the longitudinal direction of the cylinder and practically indis

tinguishable in the r adial direction . Under a strong l ight, 2. small bubble 

moving under the influence of turbul ence when s een from the side of the cyl

inder looked almost exactly like a particl e under the influence of Bro~~ian 

movcment_ 

The bubble shape in the app2ra tus was almost al ways spherical, but 

occasionally a distorted bubble was seen. Ocassionally, a speck of dirt would 

be trapped on a bubble surface and appear ed to be held rigidly in the surf~cc. 

Advantage was taken of such dirt specks to observe that the bubble apparently 

did not rotate about any axix in the bubble , but only about the cylindrical 

axis. Dirt specks definitely reduc ed the rate of solution and runs where dirt 

was picked up were discontinued. On one run, a bubble s urface was completely 

cove red with a dirt crust after it had 3hrunk to a c ertain si~e, and it failed 

to shrink further regardless of increases in pressure or speed, being entirely 

insulat ed by the crust. 

If the apparatus was turned on end with the cylj.nder at the top and 

the rotor horizontal, a bubble in high turbulence would tend to remain in the 

center of the cylinder, longitudinally. That is, the bubble: appeared to re

sist buoyancy and to beheld entirely by the turbulont forces. 


